
Festool RG 150 E-Plus - Concrete Renovator RG15016E

Product Description

A tool  diameter  of  150 mm and a wide range of  accessories make the Festool  RG 150 renovation grinder perfect  for  applications over  large
surface areas.  Concrete,  coatings and residual  abrasive are easy to remove and the ergonomic double D handle is  effective in  every working
position and suppresses vibrations to allow safe guidance on all surfaces. A height adjustable guide table enables you to optimise the machine
performance and prevents the need for  subsequent surface repair.  The integrated extraction port  guarantees extremely efficient  extraction
when paired with a Festool  extractor.

Features

Effective and comfortable - The ergonomic double D handle is effective in every working position and suppresses vibrations efficiently.
This  allows you to guide the RG 150 safely  and comfortably on all  surfaces.
Unbeatable power -  Quick processing is  ensured due to a powerful  1600 W motor.  The digital  electronics give constant  speed under
load and a smooth start  up for  more safety and comfort.
Well  balanced -  The balancer  counteracts  imbalances in  the machine weight  to ensure a secure grip and easy machine guidance.
Floor specialist - The floor guide accessory ensures no task is too challenging, distributing pressure perfectly to removal material with
maximum efficiency.
Put your health first - Pair your diamond grinder with a Festool dust extractor to achieve almost entirely dust free results and save on
clean up time.
Efficient renovation -  Festool's  RenoFix range is  designed to quickly and thoroughly overcome any material  removal  task,  eliminating
the need for  hard manual  work with chisels,  rotary hammers and angle grinders.
CLEANTEC Dust  Extraction -  Standard adapter  (27/36/50 mm) for  dust  extraction to safeguard the operator  and the environment.
Electronic  -  Speed control  for  adjusting to the working material.
Electronic  Monitoring -  Electronic  monitoring of  the coil  temperature protects  against  damage to the motor.
Plus Systainer  -  Plus versions of  power tools  come in systainer  storage containers.
Starting Current  Limiter  -  Simple start  for  house hold fuses.

Main Applications

SZ -  Hard plaster,  adhesive residue
SZ -  Synthetic  resin plaster
FZ -  Soft  plaster,  green concrete
FZ -  Adhesive residue
DIA HARD -  Old concrete and epoxy resin
DIA ABRASIVE -  Screed,  green concrete,  lime sand
DIA UNI  -  Paints  and soft  coatings on undercoats



Specifications

Tool  Weight  (kg):  5.5 kg
Tool  Holder  ie.  Centrotec:  D14 /  M8
No Load Speed (rpm):  1,000 -  2,200 rpm
Dust  Extraction Connection Diameter  (mm):  36 mm
Power Lead Type:  Fixed Lead
Power Source:  Corded
Power Consumption (W or  kW):  1,600 W
Motor  Type:  Brushed
Tool  Diameter  (mm):  150 mm

Includes

RG 150 E 150 mm Diamond Grinder
Puller/Removal  Tool
Open End Wrench
SYS 5 T-LOC Systainer
Tool  Manual


